Dorm congress slated

Changes in dorm policies may soon be realized by dorm residents. How many changes will rely upon the amount of student input at this Saturday's Dorm Congress.

Sponsored by the Student Traditionalists Association (STA) and Internet Council (IC), the Congress will meet at 10 a.m. in Ag E, Agriculturebuilding 325.

Discussion during the event could include such policies as 24-hour visitation, coeducational living, dorm contracts, and the sign-in sign-out policy, according to Jim Abernethy, STA chairman.

The congress will last as long as it takes to formulate proposals regarding dormitory reform, Abernethy said.

These formulated proposals will not only remain on paper so that students support them. They will go one step further to the student government.

"They will be presented to Student Affairs Council who will hopefully approve them," said Abernethy.

Fifteen to 30 voting delegates will be present, at the event, but does the modern piano.

The congress idea began last quarter when STA sent student questionnaires to all dorm residents. The questionnaires contained many of the issues to be discussed Saturday.

The 24-hour visitation policy may receive the highest approval since 70 percent of the students signing the questionnaires favored the proposal, said Abernethy.

A grievance board may be formed as a result of the congress, said Abernethy. The board would hear grievances about the existing dorm contracts and would especially be concerned with the change to quarterly contracts.

The Dorm Congress was originally scheduled to take place last Saturday but IHC was notified too late to participate.

Power feud jars parley

Student Right Alliance (SRA) posted three candidates for ASI officers Tuesday night shortly after nearly two hundred people walked out of the SRA-sponsored political convention.

Over 135 persons nominated Pete Evans for ASI president, James Patterson for vice president and Max Boveri for secretary. The vote was scrapped up a slate of caucuses and issues discussion throughout the afternoon and evening in the College Union.

The mass walkout took place when Curt Lester, who earlier had protested a friendly "discriminatory" clause in the SRA information packet, called for a "friendly convention" and asked that those who are not going to support any new candidates" dominate the the convention to leave and reassemble as a location of campus.

The "discriminatory" clause, item four of the convention procedure, said the purpose of the convention was to nominate new candidates, not to endorse those who have already filed.

Lester proposed the clause be struck from the outline but was told by SRA organisers the statement summaries the purpose of that organization.

In addition to the three ASI officer candidates, Marianne Doshi declined a chance at the nomination for ASI president and was chosen to run for Student Affairs Council, from the School of Agriculture and Natural Resources. Navnit Doshi and Alfredo Aehlt were nominated for (continued on page 4)

Evaluation of deans may be really soon

Last Tuesday afternoon this college's Academic Senate, with the help of ASI Pres. Pete Evans, made recommendations that will give the student a bigger voice in how this college is run.

During the meeting held in the College Dining Hall, the senate moved to initiate a faculty evaluation system for instructional deans. All action taken by the senate was in the form of recommendations to Pres. Robert Kennedy.

The most important action taken by the senate, as far as students are concerned, is the proposed change in the College Administrative Manual (CAM) to allow two students to serve on the Deans Selection Committee.

Event amended the recommendation to allow one of the students the right to vote. It passed with minor opposition.

The hottest issue discussed in the meeting was that of setting up the dean's evaluation procedure.

A close vote the senate passed the proposition which, if approved by Kennedy, will allow all regular instructors the chance to evaluate his school's dean once a year.

The Renaissance mind displayed in de Bellis fine arts collection

by GENNI FRANKEL

The Renaissance mind is an intriguing one, as shown in the Prakt V. de Bellis Collection of Italian Fine Arts, now being displayed in the College Union.

The most formidable object in the room is the delicately framed Clementi Piano built in 1866. This instrument has a softer tone than the modern piano.

Ronald Raffel of the music department will be performing on the Clementi Piano Thursday College Hour and Friday night at 8 p.m.

The de Bellis collection not only displays famous works of Italian literature, etchings and drawings, performing arts manuscripts, science and technology, but also has many pre-Renaissance exhibits. One example is a group of miniature Roman stone masks and door knockers made in the year one.

Another example is a fifteenth century copy of Virgil's "Georgics" and "Aeneid." Said of this exact replica: "sears, dacrotations, bluntements, persherions, and other attitudes are square without staffs or bar divisions."

Anatomy students might look at Della Porta's studies in physiognamy written in the sixteenth century. His head of a human being resembles the baryta head of a ram.

The de Bellis Art Collection offers a rare opportunity for San Luis Obispo residents and students to observe the Renaissance genius.

Commedia del Arte was ap parently the Renaissance period's answer to modern-day X-rated theater.

Tuesday night's lecture on Commedia del Arte sponsored by the Speech Department, was highlighted by a brief revival of Commedia sketches. Dressed in gaudy costumes and masks the performers re-enacted bits and pieces of what might have taken place in a Commedia scenario of the 16th century.

The performance of this improvisational art form was characterized by verbal and physical gymnastics, slap stick, and a healthy dose of double entendre or what was termed "toilet humor."

For example, one character, an old lecher, arrived on stage and told the audience "Everyone says I am a busybody but this is not so. I just like to keep my body busy."

Robin Lake, speech instructor, announced that the Commedia troupe is planning to give their impromptu performances during Poli Royal "anywhere and everywhere on the campus."

Photos by Della Phefes

Must register today to vote

Today is the last day to register according to Deputy Registrar, Thelma last.

"The clerk's office will be open from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. through the noon hour," she said.

But she added, "any registration can be cut off until midnight."

Cheryl Ruffler, student registrar, reminded those who won't be able to vote in the primary, "This is an important part of the election, providing input into the choice of candidates who will run in November."

Polls will also be available during the EOP rally today from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m. in the CU plaza.
**Student evaluation key to ‘evil’ system of tenure**

by PAUL EIDSON  Editor-in-Chief

A group of enterprising students have spent considerable time producing a faculty evaluation program and just as everything seemed to be turning out seemingly inseparable messes and classses surfaced.

The new problems are extremely daunting to all because a valid faculty evaluation system—evidently, is utterly necessary in an institution where the ability and desire of a few individuals can affect the beliefs, goals and values of the institution.

Equally depressing is that a valuable check on the impropriety of permanent employment—hence, may be doomed to a secondary position of nonimportance.

ASSFT began on campus a few years ago to evaluate faculty members and to publish the results as students, in choosing classes, would have something down on paper to go by. Theoretically, faculty would gain in a few individual can affect the beliefs, goals and participation in the formulation of the questionnaires, and in the matter of promotion, reappointment and tenure. With several departments beginning evaluation programs Winter Quarter and with several school deans indicating a willingness to direct the same, the faculty evaluation board was forecast as a coordinating power on departmentalized evaluations.

Further, participation would be mandatory for faculty reviewing committees and would use the results while considering promotion, reappointment and tenure.

Recently, however, Jim Patterson, a coordinator of the program who along with Hilary Findlay and others has spent hours in planning sessions, was informed through administrative channels that it would be illegal to make both to make evaluations mandatory and to publish the results.

For, the same reason the evaluation results could not be used in the initial-level review considerations.

**Vote the U.S. out of the war**

by PESKE EVANS  AII President

"Over 4,000,000 Indochinese civilians of men, women and children, when Richard Nixon took office were now dead, wounded, or refugeeed. . . . Senate Subcommittees on Refugees have said, "I will not place any limits on the use of air power." Nixon, Feb. 17, 1973. True is it (in this case) he has steadily increased the indiscriminate and irrational bombing of Asians (gooks in English) to about 70,000 tons a month in support of a war that, according to the present government feels that the human rights of the peoples of Southeast Asia.

The air war, replacing the ground war, has not brought a reduction of civilian casualties. In fact, when Johnson was in office we caused an average of 80,000 civilian casualties a month, now, after Nixon's peace efforts we are responsible for 130,000 a month. Some progress.

Of course American casualties have gone down, but that is all we care about? If so, I will gladly and quickly resign any afflication with a stick so that until then can claim me as only a reluctant member. I care, and I think most of you care, about the millions of Asians we are forcing out of those people—death and destruction!

It all started a long time ago and the trend is continued by Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia, nowhere in the vicinity of 80q pounds for every man, woman and child in Cambodia. For put-in the stars and stripes, men, apples, baseball and hot dogs have taken a toll in making those people—death and destruction!

In fact, my concern for American readers is very daily as my knowledge of the "accepted" strictures increases.
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**How much experience?**

If all the candidates are really for the betterment of the individual student and the administration, then we must demand that they be prepared to answer the question and that they be willing to discuss their qualifications.

If teachers want to be protected from the despotism of obfeatured principles, then they should be willing to discuss their qualifications and to be held accountable for their actions in the classroom.

If they are truly running for office, then they should also be willing to discuss their qualifications and to be held accountable for their actions in the classroom.

For, the first uses of gunpowder to kill a man can be as he chooses to build one masterpiece and left feeling proud. After a few years, the eagle could not find its biggest stone.

If anyone is truly running for office, then they should also be willing to discuss their qualifications and to be held accountable for their actions in the classroom.

For, the first uses of gunpowder to kill a man can be as he chooses to build one masterpiece and left feeling proud. After a few years, the eagle could not find its biggest stone.

The moral of the tale is that It is impossible to be as he chooses to build one masterpiece and left feeling proud. After a few years, the eagle could not find its biggest stone. 

**Brave new world seen**

The following is given as a preview of the "brave new world" as written by Aldous Huxley. But, however it may come about, I believe that the world of Aldous Huxley is closer to the world of Aldous Huxley than to "Brave new world" as written by Aldous Huxley.

The world of brave new world is closer to the world of Aldous Huxley than to "Brave new world" as written by Aldous Huxley.
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Student cites prejudice

Convention procedures veto democratic action

Vote against war...

A sister bill in the House (by Congressman Bob Houghton, D-N.Y.) would co-sponsored by over forty Congressmen, seven of them Californians. Harry B. Takahashi, our representative, has not yet endorsed it.

Thurs., April 15, 1976

10 SPEED TO BE GIVEN AWAY FREE
TO CELEBRATE OUR OPENING CAMPANIA—MERCURY WINDSOR—AZUKI CAMPANOGLO
pedaler's pantry

A special Co-op Assembly Committee has endorsed the following proposition:

Speaker sets sight on stars

The Engineering Department will hold a seminar relating to the accomplishments of the planets this Thursday from 11-12 noon in the Computer Science Building, Room 806.
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Power feud...

(Continued from page 2) BAC from the School of Business and Social Sciences.

Prison white was proposed as a potential nominee for ABF president, but after Evans was nominated white indicated an intention to seek the post of chief justice. Joe Leger, seeking the post of ABF secretary, was the only other person nominated for ABF positions.

Conventional procedures, reported under the terms of the ABF bylaws, prohibited candidates from speaking on their own behalf.

The two-week-old BBA held court in the afternoon to discuss possible changes in a ten-page BBA Convention Information Packet involving an on-such issues as legal aid services, environmental consciousness, the Education Opportunity Program and athleticism. Positions were taken on the advocacy of classes, women's studies, general education course in ecology, the establishment of a peace curriculum at the college and the recommendation that day care centers be supported by state funds funneled through the administration and by parent fees.

The issue was further clarified at the general meeting held in the evening in Chumash Hall.

All platforms were adopted with the exception of the athletes platform and the abortion issue but will be decided later, according to Cheryl Bullock, who with Dave Pollock and Steve Leger was one of the convention's coordinators.

The disputed athletic platform called for a form of tenure for coaches and for a reevaluation of the intercollegiate athletic program with more funds allocated to "sports and less to "major" sports such as football and wrestling. The platform supported increased funding of the intramural program.

Free abortions for all female students and students' wives to be performed by the college health center was the other issue of college and the day drew split opinion and is expected to be resolved at a later date.

Blistered feet pull in money

Aching leg muscles and blistered feet are worth approximately $10,000 to the 408 hikers who covered 18 miles Saturday for the March of Dimes Walk-a-Thon.

At the end of the day a total of 380 finished the 15-mile course from Mitchell Park to Queen College and back. The hikers solicited pledges from sponsors or paid a certain amount of money per mile, the amounts ranging from one cent to 10.

The largest contribution of pledges came from Michael Bourne of San Luis Obispo. A resident of Occidental College, Bourne earned $900.69.

Three years ago, Bourne was in a hospital and was in a coma for five weeks. Doctors thought he might not walk again because of damage to his spine.

The two first-place finishers were Tim Hendley and George Newman, who jogged the entire route and covered the 18 miles in three hours and 16 minutes. Second was Rob McKay and third was Roger Ruhl.

Navin G. Doshi (r) led caucus discussions on session of the Students Rights Alliance concerning a student faculty control during the afternoon session.

Degrees okayed for fall

Pres. Robert E. Kennedy has announced that the college has been notified by the Office of the Chancellor of the California State University and Colleges approving a new four year degree, the Bachelor of Science Degree in Architecture.

The new degree will replace the five year Bachelor of Architecture Degree. The school has also been given approval to offer studies leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree in Architecture and also a new proposed program leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree in Landscape Architecture.

The three new programs will become effective Fall Quarter, 1973.

With the addition of these new degrees, the school will continue to offer the Bachelor of Science Degree in Architecture and also a new proposed program leading to the Bachelor of Science Degree in Landscape Architecture.

The five year degree program has been offered since 1964 and for a number of years attempts have been made to change to a four year program. The school program will now conform more closely to other schools which generally offer a four year degree in architecture.

Architecture and environmental programs at this college are the most sought after in the California State Universities and College system, thus more applicants have had to be turned away from the architecture programs.

According to George Nasset, dean for the School of Architecture and Environmental Design, the new curricula will widen the offerings in architecture.

Home Concert set April 21

The Men's Gym will come alive with music when the 31st Annual Home Concert is staged there on April 21.

This traditional event is sponsored by Women's Glee, Men's Glee and the College. Also to be featured are various specialty groups: the women's Bellaritas, The World Famous Majors and Minors, and the men's Quartet.

Variety in musical numbers will be stressed, according to Harold P. Davidson, director of the Glee Clubs.

The Glee Clubs will combine to present selections from the "Sound of Music," a song made popular by the Carpenters, "We've Only Just Begun," and more.

The College, under Graydon Williams, will present a big band sound. Much of their program is tied with contemporary works.

Tickets are now on sale at the College Navigators, CCC, and IVCF.

Governor Ronald Reagan met with members of the California College Republicans in Sacramento, Monday, where he defended his record of minority hiring and his handling of state finances.

In his opening remarks he complimented the college by saying it was the "jewel of the system."

In regard to minority appointment to the College Board of Trustees, the Governor said has appointed more members of the minority community to executive and policy making positions than all the governors in the history of California.

"I want people that are knowledgeable about land and land investments...evaluation of gifts given college and university systems...and complicated budgets," he said.

When asked about charges of cut in College and University budgets, Reagan replied that the Department of Health and Education has received the highest increases of any agency since he took office.

He added that since 1967 there has been a 10 percent increase in the budget with only a 5 percent increase in enrollment. Up to this year the college and university system have received substantial increase in their budgets.

The year's meeting marks the fifth time that students from the college met with the Governor to discuss topics of their own choice.

The meeting was arranged by Assemblyman William Ketchum and State Senator Donald Grunski.

Power feud...
And when the snow had gone and spring burst upon the land, the people rejoiced and drank of spring wine.

Start your own spring celebration with Tyrolia, California white wine and natural fruit flavors. The new wine that captures the spirit of spring. Pure wine that's as light and bright as that first spring day. With the crisp, clean taste of oranges, lemons and flowery spices. Drink Gallo Tyrolia, the wine of spring. And celebrate!

Tyrolia

Gallo Winery, Modesto, California
Students skilled in art and crafts techniques can teach their skills to patients for rehabilitation at Atascadero State Hospital, said Richard Orchard, coordinator of volunteer services.

Volunteers are being sought to teach in the various fields of ceramics, electronics, graphic communications, leather, painting and wood. Another field called remotivation also established within the program, would encompass all patients with no artistic skills who would like to have another kind of hobby.

Classes are scheduled in the shops at the psychiatric hospital, located at 15500 El Camino Real Monday through Saturday from 8 a.m. to 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m.

Teaching, said Orchard, will be either on a one-to-one basis or in a group arrangement.

The qualifications Orchard looks for are a talent in arts and crafts, knowledge in the subject matter and an open mind to human problems.

"Hopefully," he said, "an hour of service a week could be volunteered by an individual on a regular basis." Ten to 20 patients would be affected by the program with their ages ranging from 18 years up with a median age in the early 40's.

"There is already a social organisation called the Young Generation Club which was set up to help the patients develop their identities. What is needed now are individuals who will help the patients develop their artistic skills outside of their regular classroom instruction," the volunteer services coordinator said.

Mike Rogers, a graduate student in Industrial Technology one who has worked closely with the hospital, agreed with Orchard's views.

"Of the patients with whom I have personally talked, there is quite a bit of enthusiasm about the program," said Rogers.

Forms explaining the program in more detail are in the shops being processed and delivered to the heads of the departments in art, graphic communications, child development, home economics, education, industrial arts and journalism, according to Howard West, associate dean of the School of Architecture and Environmental Design.

For information on arranging teaching schedules, contact Orchard at 486-2300.

The Chamber Singers will be performing this Sunday at 8 p.m. in a church program.

**Women will explore their roles**

by JULIE WORDER

Women from this campus and community will explore their roles as females in this society—past, present and future—during "Women's Heritage Week" April 17-25.

Various activities revolving around the topic of women will be held during the week to everyone interested, according to Barbara Flynn, a member of Sisters United and co-coordinator for the program.

"We would like," said Miss Flynn, "to educate the public on women's liberation and its flexibility with involvement from the whole community."

Red name

Melissa Green, also a member of Sisters United and co-coordinator of the program, said another purpose of the program, is to bring together the women of San Luis Obispo in discussion of the roles women play in our society and the contributions they have made.

"There are a lot of misconceptions about women's lib and this is one reason for the program. Women are asked to come to give their views on what they think the movement is," she said.

"In the past," she continued, "the press and other sources have given the movement a bad name by focusing on minor incidents such as the activity of tea burning while there are so many other factors involved with women's lib that go unnoticed and undervalued."

Miss Green said.

Although other colleges have initiated similar feminist programs on their campuses, one of the things that make "Women's Heritage Week" and its activities unique to this college, Miss Green said, "is that over the past there have been such programs as "Black Heritage Week" and "Ecology Week." We only thought to keep our program in tune and in style with the others previously," she continued.

Sisters United, the campus feminist group, is chiefly responsible for the program but since the organisation is not recognised by this college, other organisations on campus will be sponsoring the different activities.

Speakers Forum will sponsor three feminist speakers as part of the activities. June Bundland, feminist political organiser, Frances H瞭thcliff, a newspaper columnist and suffraget; and Celeste Bundland, a welfare rights worker and organiser will all speak on the feminist movement from 7:30 to 10 p.m. on April 11 at UB 201.

Three discussions entitled "Lifestyles For Women," "Women and Abortion" and the Public Image" will be held respectively April 17 to 19 at 7:30 p.m., with the first two in UB 300 and the later in UB Room 201.

Daily during the entire week, there will be an art exhibit held in Chumash Hall in which women from the campus and community have shown their art works from oil painting to jewelry making to photography.

On April 20, there will be a cultural program entitled "Pears, Woman and Earth" from 6 to 11 p.m. It will feature various female dancers and musicians. There will also be poetry readings with circulating themes around anti-war.

Other activities projected for the week are a rally in the CU Plaza and "Gorilla" or street theater.

All the events are free to the public except for a movie, "Growing Up Female" scheduled for April 20, in UB 500, which is a look into the lives of six women.

A free child care center will also be operated in the CU during the week with Peter Knutsen as director. For any information about the center call him at 563-3746.
Coeds win Army jobs

By JANINE TARTAGLIA

Washington (UPI)—The Environmental Protection Agency EPA Wednesday urged speedy enactment of legislation to curb noise, which some experts say is making many Americans deaf, jittery or in some cases physically and mentally ill.

Thomas E. Carroll, assistant EPA administrator for planning and management, told a Senate hearing how to make a nonsense of noise.

Thoroughly briefed on teaching techniques, the 80 class members set out for what probably will be their first teaching enterprise.

Laguna Jr. High School is the site of this quarter's teaching venture.

For the past two weeks, every Thursday from 1 to 4 p.m., half of PC 366 have been in a classroom to see themselves in action. The program is considered so closely related to the class that it is being conducted on the same level as a normal part of the curriculum.

Thoroughly briefed on teaching techniques, the 80 class members set out for what probably will be their first teaching enterprise.
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**Exhibition wrestling:**

A Japanese freestyle wrestling team will visit the campus Friday night for an exhibition match with the Nevada college division champions at 7:30 in the Man's Gym. In the meantime, the team has been successful in exhibition matches at Memphis, Chattanooga, Birmingham, and Baton Rouge.

The foreign team is composed of many of the world class who will represent Japan in the Olympics this summer. Since their arrival in the United States on March 31, the team has been kept busy in competition against some of the best wrestlers in the country. The group launched its tour by winning four United States Wrestling Federation (USWF) titles and finishing second to another weight in the USWF national championships at Oklahoma City. Leading the seven-man team is two-time world champion Hidaki Yanagida at 144 and a half pounds.

The Japanese team will probably have decided edge on their Mustang opponents in the Olympic style of wrestling, according to Mustang Coach Vaughn Hitchcock. However, he said it is impossible to estimate the Americans' performance because college division matches are not accustomed to losing. The group has accrued 388 victories in 480 matches for this college.

Junior Glenn Anderson, the college division 141-pound champion, has posted an 8-6-4 record in many seasons of competition as a Mustang. He'll wrestle at 114 and a half.

Two-time college division runner-up at 136, and also a fifth-place finisher in the NCAA University championships last month, junior Larry Morgan posted a 66-13 record as a Mustang, ORL. Leading the seven-man team is two-time world champion Hidaki Yanagida at 144 and a half pounds.

The Japanese team will probably have a decided edge on their Mustang opponents in the Olympic style of wrestling, according to Mustang Coach Vaughn Hitchcock. However, he said it is impossible to estimate the Americans' performance because college division matches are not accustomed to losing. The group has accrued 388 victories in 480 matches for this college.

Junior Glenn Anderson, the college division 141-pound champion, has posted an 8-6-4 record in many seasons of competition as a Mustang. He'll wrestle at 114 and a half.

...Japanese Olympic team here in Friday night match

and redrawing last fall, will draw the 180 and a half-pound assignment. According to Hitchcock, he is the most experienced freestyle wrestler to represent the Mustangs, having competed in the Olympic style since the seventh grade. Junior Allyn Cooke will wrestle at 188. He sports a three-year college record of 60-13-1 and